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The National Audit Office of the Republic of Kosovo is the highest 

institution of economic and financial control which, according to 

the Constitution and domestic laws, enjoys functional, financial 

and operational independence. The National Audit Office 

undertakes regularity and performance audits and is accountable 

to the Assembly of Kosovo.  

Our Mission is to contribute to sound financial management in the 

public administration. We perform audits in line with 

internationally recognized public sector auditing standards and 

good European practices. 

The reports of the National Audit Office directly promote 

accountability of public institutions as they provide a base for 

holding managers’ of individual budget organisations to account. 

We are thus building confidence in the spending of public funds 

and playing an active role in securing taxpayers’ and other 

stakeholders’ interests in enhancing public accountability. 

The Auditor General has decided on the audit opinion on the 

Annual Financial Statements of the Municipality of Kamenica, in 

consultation with the Assistant Auditor General, Qerkin Morina, 

who supervised the audit.  

The opinion and report issued are a result of the audit carried out 

by Enver Ramadani (Team Leader) and Donjetë Dreshaj, Naim 

Neziri (team members) under the management of the Audit 

Director Fatlinda Ramosaj.  

 

 

NATIONAL AUDIT OFFICE-St. Musine Kokollari, No. 87, Prishtina 10000, Kosova 
Tel: +381(0) 38 60 60/1011 

http://zka-rks.org  
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Executive Summary  

Introduction  

This report summarises the key issues arising from our audit of the 2016 Annual Financial 

Report of the Municipality of Kamenica, which determines the Opinion given by the 

Auditor General. The examination of the 2016 financial statements was undertaken in 

accordance with the International Standards on Supreme Audit Institutions. Our approach 

included such tests and procedures as we deemed necessary to arrive at an opinion on the 

financial statements. The applied audit approach is set out in our External Audit Plan1 dated 

07.10.2016.   

Our audit focus (detailed in Annex 1) has been on: 

 

For more details see Annex 1. 

The level of work undertaken by the National Audit Office to complete the 2016 audit is a 

direct reflection of the quality of internal controls implemented by the Management of the 

Municipality of KAMENICA.   

Opinion of the Auditor General 

Unmodified Opinion with emphasis of matter   

In our opinion the Annual Financial Statements present a true and fair view in all material 

aspects.  

As an emphasis of the matter, we would like to draw your attention to the fact that 

municipal assets were understated as three schools financed by donors were not recorded, 

and other assets in the amount of €72,849.       

For more, please refer to Section 1.2 of this report.  

Annex II explains the different types of Opinions applied by the National Audit Office. 

We would like to thank the Mayor and his staff for cooperation during the audit process.  

                                                      
1 The term External Audit Plan replaces the term Audit Planning Memorandum 

The Annual Financial 
Statements 

Governance 
Financial 

Management and 
Control 
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Key Conclusions and Recommendations  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to the importance of 
information regarding assets 

understatement, we have 
emphasised this issues at the audit 

opinion.  

The Mayor should analyse the 
reasons for the 2016 Emphasis of 

Matter and identify actions required 
to enable a true and fair 

representation of assets in 2017 (see 
chapter 1.1).  

 

The AFS production process was 
accompanied by a number of 

financial errors identified during 
the audit 

The Mayor should ensure that the 2017 
AFS production process incorporates a 

formal and effective management 
review with the AFS declaration only 
signed after all necessary actions have 

been applied (see chapter 1.2) 

Failure to assess risks, lack of a 
strategic plan and failure to 
implement prior year audit 

recommendations pose a 
hindrance in improvement of the 

organisation 

The Mayor should implement a 
rigorous process to ensure that the 
process of implementation of prior 
audit year recommendations, risk 
assesment and strategic plan are 
actively addressed and that key 

progresses are reported to management 
on monthly basis. (see issues 2,3 and 4) 

Governance arrangements related 
to accountability, and mangement 

reporting are insufficient. In 
addition, implementation of 
recommendations given by 

Internal Audit is at a low level. 

The Mayor should ensure that 
Governance arrangements are critically 
reviwed to ensure appropriate changes 

are made to improve accounability 
arrangennts and management reporting, 

and to pay greater attention to 
implementaion of IAU (see issues 5 and 

6) 

Although internal controls are 
effective in some areas , there are 

weaknesses in revenues, 
expenses and assets. 

The Mayor should implement a 
detailed assessment of areas of concern 

highlighted in this report to identify 
reasons for weaknesses and action 
needed to address these (See issues 

7,8,9,10 and 13). 
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Mayor’s Response  

The Mayor has considered the detailed audit findings and conclusions in this report and has 

committed to address all given recommendations. In addition, the Mayor is committed to:  

• discuss the audit report in the Municipal Assembly; and 

• By the end of January 2018, he shall discus in the Municipal Assembly about the progress 

in the implementation of audit recommendations Action Plan before the annual financial 

statements of 2017 are submitted to the Ministry of Finance 

For more, please see Annex IV.  

 

1 Annual Financial Statements and other External 

Reporting Obligations    

Introduction  

Our review of the Annual Financial Statements (AFS) considers both compliance with the 

reporting framework and the quality and accuracy of information recorded in the AFS. We 

also consider the Declaration made by the Chief Administrative Officer and Chief Financial 

Officer when the AFS are submitted to the Ministry of Finance. 

The declaration regarding presentation of the AFS incorporates a number of assertions 

relating to compliance with the reporting framework and the quality of information within 

the AFS.  These declarations are intended to provide the Government with the assurance 

that all relevant information has been provided to ensure that a comprehensive audit can be 

undertaken.   
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1.1 Audit Opinion  

Unmodified Opinion with Emphasis of Matter  

We have audited the AFS of the Municipality for the year ended on 31st of December 2016, 

which comprise of the Statement of Cash Receipts and Payments, Budget Execution 

Statement and the Explanatory Notes of the Financial Statements.  

In our opinion, the Annual Financial Statements for the year ended on 31st of December 2016 

present a true and fair view in all material respects in accordance with International Public 

Sector Accounting Standards (cash based Accounting), Law no.03/L-048 on Public Finance 

Management and Accountability and Regulation no.01/2017 on Annual Financial Reporting 

of Budget Organisations issued by the Ministry of Finance. 

Basis for the opinion 

We conducted the audit in accordance with International Standards of Supreme Audit 

Institutions (ISSAIs). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the 

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the AFS section of our report. We believe that the 

obtained audit evidence is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for the opinion. 

Emphasis of Matter  

We would like to draw your attention to the fact that:  

Municipal assets were understated: 

 By €50,000 as roads “Bosce” and “Moçarë e Ulët”, the part co-financed by MLGA in 

the amount of €50,000 and construction of three elementary schools in upper 

Karaqeva, Kamenica and Strezovce, financed by foreign donors; 

 By €47,671, due to lack of proper recording of asphalted roads and sewerage, service 

purchases and capital assets in the amount of €22,180.  

 Meanwhile, assets were understated by €47,002 due to incorrect recording 

(maintenance and services by €29,142 and subsidies awarded to farmers by €17,860). 

Responsibility of Management and Those Charged with Governance and AFS  

The Mayor of Municipality of Kamenica is responsible for the preparation and fair 

presentation of financial statements in accordance with International Public Sector 

Accounting Standards – Financial Reporting under the Modified Cash based Accounting 

and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the 

preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to 

fraud or error. This includes the application of Law number 03/L-048 on Public Finance 

Management and Accountability.      

The Mayor of the Municipality is responsible to ensure oversight the Municipality’s financial 

reporting process.  
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Auditor General’s Responsibility for the Audit of the AFS 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the AFS based on our audit. We conducted 

our audit in accordance with ISSAIs. These standards require that we comply with ethical 

requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether 

the financial statements are free from material misstatements. 

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit 

conducted in accordance with ISSAIs will always detect a material misstatement when it 

exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, 

individually or in the aggregate, they could influence the decisions taken on the basis of 

these AFS. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the financial records and 

disclosures in the AFS. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, 

including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement in the AFS, whether due to 

fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control 

relevant to the entity’s preparation of the financial statements in order to design audit 

procedures that are appropriate in the entity’s circumstances, but not for the purpose of 

expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.  

An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the 

reasonableness of accounting estimates made by Management, as well as evaluating the 

presentation of the financial statements. 

1.2 Compliance with AFS  and other reporting requirements  

Municipality of Kamenica is required to comply with a specified reporting framework and 

other reporting requirements. We considered: 

 Compliance with MoF Regulation no.01/2017 on the Annual Financial Reporting of 

Budget Organisations; 

 Requirements of LPFMA no. 03/L-048, as amended and supplemented; 

 Compliance with Financial Rule no.01/2013; 

 Compliance with Financial Rule no.02/2013; 

 Action Plan on implementation of recommendations; 

 Requirements of Financial Management and Control (FMC) procedures.  

 Whether the AFS have been prepared within the timeframe and submitted to the 

MoF;  

 Whether the draft and final procurement plan were submitted on time; and 
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 Whether the Municipality had prepared and submitted regular quarterly reports to 

the Municipal Assembly and one copy to the MoF.  

In the draft AFS were needed some financial adjustments and have given some suggestions 

to improve their quality, as follows:  

 In the Statement of Cash Receipts and Payments at the Sources of Funds, a payment 

from third parties was presented in the row of Designated Donor Grants, while it 

should be presented at other receipts. While the use of funds was presented in capital 

expenses, while should have been presented in other payments. Payments from third 

parties should be disclosed in the Explanatory Note 8;   

 Disclosure was not done for Note 9, tax revenues in the amount of €266,740. They 

have been incorrectly included in Note 10 at non-tax revenues; 

 In Article 14, Budget Execution Report, value of non-tax revenues was €585,480, 

while it should have been €585,643 (difference is €163);        

 In the Explanatory Notes 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, in the Final Budget column is missing the 

disclosure per economic codes, as it is placed only the total; 

 Article 24, report on unspent donor funds to be carried forward, were not disclosed 

citizen participations in the amount of €11,068 and there is no final balance of 2015; 

and 

 Article 19.3.1 Capital assets over €1,000 were presented in the total amount of 

€60,855,970, while according to the assets report it should have been €60,244,590. 

The Municipality has considered our suggestions and the abovementioned errors have been 

corrected, while in the final AFS there are still errors that remain that relate to: 

 Accounts Receivable from property tax presented in the AFS are understated by 

€87,703. The total presented in the AFS for property tax is €1,240,710, while the 

amount from the protax report is €1,328,413;  

 Classification in economic categories in the amount of €23,914; and 

 Inaccurate presentation of assets was handled in the Emphasis of Matter.  

Other reporting requirements were fulfilled and we have no comments related to them.    
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DECLARATION BY THE MAYOR 

Given the above - the Declaration made by the Chief Administrative Officer and Chief 

Financial Officer when the draft AFS are submitted to the Ministry of Finance can be 

considered to be incorrect given the material errors and other issues identified during the 

audit. 
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1.3 Recommendations for the first part of the report  

Related to abovementioned issues we are giving a recommendation:   

Recommendation 1 The Mayor should ensure that an analysis is undertaken to determine 

the causes of the Opinion with Emphasis of Matter, and to take actions 

for their improvement and ensure that are not repeated in the future. 

In addition, should ensure that effective processes are in place to 

confirm that the plan for drafting 2017 AFS addresses all issues raised 

in the report and that the Declaration made by the Chief 

Administrative Officer and Chief Financial Officer should not be 

submitted unless all necessary checks have been applied to the draft 

AFS.   

2 Governance 

Introduction 

Effective governance arrangements are fundamental to Municipality for successfully 

managing the challenges it faces and ensuring that service delivery is optimised for the 

benefit of taxpayers and other service users.  

A key tool supporting effective Governance is the implementation of audit 

recommendations as this demonstrates that Management are seeking to develop existing 

processes and controls. Similarly, the self-assessment checklist completed by all Budget 

Organisations provides a framework for developing enhanced Governance arrangements. It 

is important that the answers provided by an individual budget organisation are supported 

by appropriate evidence.  

The remainder of our review of governance arrangements reflects a consideration of: 

 those areas of Governance Arrangements where significant improvements are 

required and where we believe that our recommendations can generate positive 

improvements including consideration of the Internal Audit system; and 

 areas of Financial Management and Control identified through our audit work 

including specific work directed at compliance issues in key income and expenditure 

systems (these areas are considered in Section 3 of this report). 
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Overall Governance Conclusion  

There are a number of governance weaknesses within Municipality particularly related to 

accountability, risk management and the quality of management reporting.  

One of key elements of effective governance is implementation of recommendations given 

by the external audit. This year’s audit has revealed that the level of previous year’s 

recommendations implemented was low, as only three out of 16 recommendations were 

fully implemented. 

The Municipality has not presented a risks register, which is a requirement of procedure 

number four of the Treasury document “Financial Management and Control”. 

The self-assessment checklist completed by the Municipality only partially recognises this 

situation with some positive comments about existing arrangements not evidence based. 

Other arrangements which would support the development of governance such as an 

effective response to audit recommendations and the operation of a high quality internal 

audit unit are not in place. 

The Municipality does not have an overall strategic development plan, but had the urban 

development plan 213-2018 and the municipal development plan 2013-2023. 

The Municipality in 2016 has spent 95% of the final budget with an improvement of 2% 

compared to the previous year. This shows a positive trend in budget performance. 

However, in terms of compliance with legislation, our audit has revealed some weaknesses 

that mainly relate to assets recording and low level of implementation of internal audit 

recommendations. 

2.1 Progress in the Implementation of Prior Year 

Recommendations 

Our Audit Report on the 2014 AFS of Municipality resulted in 16 key recommendations. 

Municipality had prepared an Action Plan stating how all recommendations will be 

implemented. The audit report of 29.07.2016 was discussed in the Municipal Assembly.   

At the end of our 2016 audit, three recommendations have been implemented; six have been 

implemented partially, and seven have not been addressed yet. For a more thorough 

description of the recommendations and how they are addressed, see Annex III.  
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Issue 2 - Addressing Prior Year Audit Recommendations – High Priority  

Finding  Only a part of previous year’s recommendations has been 

implemented because the Municipality has not implemented any 

formal process to manage and monitor the way that the AG’s 

recommendations are implemented.  

Risk The continued weakness of management and other controls in key 

financial systems have resulted in: 

 Incomplete recording of assets; 

 Continued weaknesses in the area of expenditures    

 Failure to delegate responsibilities for risk management; and 

 Poor management of rents from municipal property rented.    

Recommendation 2 The Mayor should apply responsibility measures towards persons in 

charge for implementation of recommendations and ensure that the 

action plan is implemented in time and in effective manner for all 

recommendations given, and with initial focus on those of greatest 

significance. The progress on implementation of recommendations 

should be subject to systematic reviews by the Mayor.    

2.2 Self-Assessment Checklist of FMC components  

The Ministry of Finance has produced a detailed self-assessment checklist for Budget 

Organisations to support effective governance arrangements. For all audits we undertook 

we have tested the quality of FMC self-assessment submissions made to the Ministry by 

assessing one key question in each component of the checklist and summarised our findings 

below. This is not intended to give a commentary on the quality of the whole self-

assessment questionnaire submission but will provide a ‘snapshot’ across a number of key 

questions to support the Ministry of Finance in its attempts to increase the effectiveness of 

the process and develop the FMC system as a whole.  
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Issue 3 –Self Assessment Checklist – High Priority 

Finding  As part of our audit we have considered key questions related to the 

five components of the self-assessment checklist. For the questions 

considered we found that: 

 The Municipality does not have a comprehensive risks 

assessment register which can affect achievement of municipal 

objectives, in order to identify and assess their impact, and 

establish appropriate measures as a response to these risks; 

and 

 The Municipality had not prepared a comprehensive 

development strategy, to include stakeholders, as well as 

calculate full cost on its implementation. 

Furthermore, the action taken to address issues identified in the 2015 

self-assessment checklist is limited. This situation has occurred 

because of a lack of clarity of who is the official responsible that uses 

these mechanisms to support operational improvements. 

Risk Poor governance arrangements weaken strategic and operational 

processes and reduce the quality of services provided to citizens 

through inefficient and ineffective activities.   

Recommendation 3 The Mayor should ensure that is drafted a comprehensive 

development strategy, including stakeholders, and by calculating 

costs for its implementation, and to assess risks that the Municipality 

faces. 
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2.3 Specific Governance Reviews 

Our work on specific areas of governance arrangements has been informed by our audit 

planning which considered the context within which Municipality operates and the 

challenges that it faces.  

2.3.1 Setting of Strategic Objectives  

All Budget Organisations are obliged to prepare and submit organisation level strategic 

plans such as: Urban Plans, Spatial Plans, Emergency Operations Plans, Anti-Corruption 

Strategic Plans, Regional Development Strategy etc.  

    

Issue 4 – Lack of Strategic Plan – High Priority  

Finding  The Municipality does not have an overall strategy with long-term 

objectives, wherein is clearly described development in urban plans, 

spatial plans, emergency operations plans, anti-corruption strategic 

plans, regional development strategy, and the objectives that need to 

be achieved in these areas. The Municipality has an urban 

development plan 2013-2023.    

Risk The lack of strategic plan risks prioritisation of key issues that have to 

do with orientation and long-term development of Municipality, and 

makes it impossible to follow-up the fulfilment of objectives from the 

vision perspective as one of essential conditions of good governance. 

Recommendation 4 The Mayor should approve a comprehensive strategic plan for the 

Municipality that will establish long-term objectives and serve as an 

orientation platform for drafting of annual plans, conduct 

comparative analysis between years, and measure results against 

objectives. 
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2.3.2 Management Reporting and Accountability  

A number of internal controls are applied by Management to ensure that financial systems 

and operational activities operate as intended. It is important that these include appropriate 

reporting to management to enable an effective and timely response to identified 

operational problems.  

To ensure effective management of activities is required an effective consolidation process 

and timely reporting.   

 

Issue 5 – Weaknesses in Management Controls – High Priority  

Finding  Our review of management controls applied to Municipality’s key 

financial system highlighted poor quality reporting of activities to 

senior management and incomplete analysis of service delivery. 

Reporting is done verbally and not in written. This form of  reporting 

does not help the decision-making process and management’s 

accountability in general.   

Risk Poor accountability requirements and poor quality financial reporting 

reduce financial management effectiveness within the Municipality, 

by resulting in budgetary process weaknesses and in reducing 

management’s possibility to react to financial challenges and take 

decisions on time.    

Recommendation 5 The Mayor should ensure that a review is implemented to determine 

the format of financial and operational reporting to senior 

management, which is required to support effective business 

management - and ensure that an appropriate solution is in place the 

following months.       
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2.4 Internal Audit System 

The Internal Audit Unit (IAU) consists of three staff members – including the Director of the 

Unit. Within the timeframe were carried out 14 planned audits, which focused on: municipal 

revenues, assets, procurement and expenses, subsidies and assets management, as well as on 

the year end audit on verification of implementation of recommendations. The work of IAU 

was of good quality, organised and professional.   

 

Issue 6 – Implementation of IAU recommendations – High Priority  

Finding  The recommendations given by the IAU for 2016 suffered 

implementation setbacks, as only 39% of recommendations given 

were fully implemented.   

This shows that the management has not taken sufficient actions to 

recognise and maximise benefits of the internal audit or to seek 

assurance on effective functioning of internal controls. 

Risk The low level of implementation of IAU recommendations will have a 

negative impact on effective functioning of internal controls and poses 

a risk for repetition of same shortcomings.  

Recommendation 6 To gain maximum benefit from the internal audit activity, the Mayor 

should review actions taken by the management related to 

implementation of internal audit recommendations. 
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3 Financial Management and Control 

Introduction 

Our work on Financial Management and Control outside of the areas of Governance 

referred to above reflects the detailed work undertaken on Revenue and Expenditure 

Systems. As part of this, we consider Budget management, Procurement and Human 

Resources issues, and Assets and Liabilities. 

Financial Management and Control Conclusion 

Assets management, implementation of capital investments on time, collection of rent and 

monitoring of subsidies remain the most striking areas where regulations have not been 

implemented, due to which have resulted poor value for money and delays in completion of 

projects.  

3.1 Budget Planning and Execution 

We have considered the sources of budgetary funds, spending of funds by economic 

categories. This is highlighted in the following tables: 

Table 1. Own Source Revenues   

Description   
Initial 

Budget 
Final 

Budget 
2016 

Receipts  
2015 

Receipts 
2014 

Receipts 

Own Source Revenues 850,000 850,000 845,683 759,595 749,986 

From the table we see that receipts during 2016 were €845,683, while the planned amount 

was €850,000. Within these revenues are revenues from the central level such as traffic fines, 

fines from court and the Forest Agency in the amount of €147,732.   

The table shows that the Municipality had produced a realistic OSR plan which was fulfilled 

almost entirely.    
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Table 2. Sources of budgetary Funds (in €) 

Description 
Initial 

Budget 
Final 

Budget2 
2016 

Outturn 
2015 

Outturn 
2014 

Outturn 

Sources of Funds   7,246,192 8,347,703 7,945,340 7,816,036 7,680,836 

Government Grant -
Budget  

6,396,192 7,156,258 7,142,934 6,900,558 6,955,289 

Carried forward from 
previous year3 –  

- 312,481    223,232 377,619 349,890 

Own Source Revenues4 850,000 850,000 563,011 516,594 355,312 

Domestic Donations - 11,068 - 4,465 2,345 

External Donations  - 17,896 16,163 16,800 18,000 

Initial planning was deficient, considering that the final budget compared to the initial 

budget had increased by €1,101,511. This increase is a result of Government decisions in the 

amount of €760,043, and revenues carried forward from the previous year in the amount of 

€312,481 and Donor Designated Grants €28,987.    

In 2016 the Municipality has spent 95% of the final budget or €7,945,340.       

Table 3. Spending of funds by economic categories - (in €)  

Description 
Initial 

Budget 
Final 

Budget 
2016 

Outturn 
2015 

Outturn 
2014 

Outturn 

Spending of funds by 
economic categories 

7,746,192 8,347,703 7,945,340 7,816,036 7,680,836 

Wages and Salaries 5,954,554 6,776,482 6,743,433 6,609,654 6,054,477 

Goods and Services  653,765 712,166 589,778 506,706 524,928 

Utilities 180,700 244,604 230,762 160,095 170,609 

Subsidies and Transfers 100,567 107,817 100,212 113,121 178,025 

Capital Investments  356,606 506,634 281,155 426,460 752,797 

Despite the budget increase for capital expenditures during the year, only 55% of the budget 

was spent. Part of this percentage are also projects of earlier years that were paid in 2016, 

which means that budget execution for projects of 2016 declines to an even lower level.   

                                                      
2 Final budget – the budget approved by the assembly which was subsequently adjusted for by the Ministry of 

Finance. 
3 Own Source Revenues unspent in previous year carried forward into the current year. 
4 Receipts used by the entity for financing its own budget.  
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Issue 7 – Budget Execution – High Priority  

Finding  In the budget of capital investments of 2016 were planned to be 

implemented two projects in the amount of €43,000 which had not 

started at all, while two other projects in the amount of €118,000 were 

implemented only 27%, while were planned to be implemented 

within the year.  

Risk Due to poor execution of budget for capital investments will result in 

failure to achieve organization’s objectives and in financing current 

year liabilities with next year’s budgets. 

Recommendation 7 The Mayor should ensure that budget performance is systematically 

monitored on monthly basis, and that this review identifies and 

addresses causes and barriers that hinder timely implementation of 

capital investments, and why liabilities are constantly being carried 

forward to be paid with budgets of following years.    

3.1.1 Revenues 

The Municipality in 2016 had collected €845,683. The main source of own source revenues 

for the Municipality of Kamenica are property tax, construction permits, administrative fees, 

vehicle registration fees and other revenues. Revenues planned for 2016 were €850,000, 

while this plan was implemented at 99%.     

Our tests have revealed the following shortcomings:  

 

Issue 8 - Property Tax - High Priority  

Finding  According to Article 13 of AI 03/2011 on Gathering and Registration 

of Information on the Property and Taxpayer, the Municipality is 

obligated every year to make on-site verification for 1/3 of registered 

properties. Out of 15,886 registered properties, the Municipality for 

2016 has managed to verify 272 properties or only 2%.     

Risk Failure to verify 1/3 of properties can result in insufficient and 

inaccurate information on current taxable property, and consequently 

in decrease of property tax revenues. 

Recommendation 8 In order to avoid impacts mentioned above, the Mayor should 

improve the process of annual verification of properties, and ensure 

that is done on regular basis and in line with Administrative 

Guidelines.  
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Issue 9 – Rent revenues - High Priority 

Finding  The Municipality had rented out seven public spaces, but not all users 

pay rent regularly. Delays in paying rent ranged up to seven months, 

and we completed the audit and they were not collected yet, while 

one of renters even after the end of the agreement had outstanding 

debt towards the Municipality. The total value of uncollected 

revenues from rent was €90,351. The Municipality does not have 

mechanisms to apply fines for delays or to collect these debts.  

Risk Due to delays in paying rent poses a risk as the Municipality may 

never collect these amounts, and also poses a risk of potential misuse. 

This manner of operation also affects free competition and use of 

those spaces by other citizens. 

Recommendation 9 The Mayor should ensure that appropriate debt collection 

mechanisms operate and ensure that are applied fines on certain 

delays, and at the same time to ensure transparency, and fair and 

equal treatment of all potential renters of public spaces.  

3.1.2 Wages and Salaries 

Wages and Salaries are paid through a centralised system. Controls that operate locally by 

the Municipality relate to: checking of payments, signing of payroll lists; verification of 

potential changes that may appear between forms; budget review for this category and 

reconciliation with the Treasury. The budget for the category of Wages and Salaries was 

€7,156,258 while spending was €7,142,934 or almost 100% of the budget. 

Recommendations  

We have no recommendations in this area.       
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3.1.3 Goods and Services and Utilities  

The final budget for goods and services (including utilities) in 2016 was €956,770, while were 

spent €820,540 or 86% of the budget. They relate to Utilities by 28%, burning wood by 24%, 

furniture and other equipment by 14%, and other items in smaller amounts. 

Issue 10 – Special Services Contracts - Medium Priority 

Finding  The number of persons engaged with special services contracts in the 

Municipality of Kamenica for 2016 was 30. We have tested 10 and 

noticed that the Municipality has not withheld income tax as required 

under the law on personal income, Article 37 and 38. 

Risk Failure to withhold income tax to persons engaged through special 

service contracts poses a risk for the Municipality as it may be subject 

to penalties by tax authorities.  

Recommendation 10 The Mayor should ensure that persons are engaged with special 

service contracts only in cases when there are specific requirements, 

and that income tax is withheld in compliance with applicable 

legislation.  

3.1.4 Subsidies and Transfers  

The final budget for subsidies and transfers was €242,033, and were spent in 2016 €230,762, 

or 94% of the budget planned. They were used for subsidising sports clubs, and other one-

time payments. 

Recommendations  

We have no recommendations in this area.       

3.1.5 Capital Investments  

The final budget for capital investments was €506,634, while were spent €281,555 or 55% of 

the budget. They relate to construction and roads, pavements, sewerage by 84%, buildings 

(school and health buildings etc.) by 8%, transport by 5%, and other smaller items.   

When it comes to capital investments, they have been handled in the part common issues. 
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3.1.6 Common Issues on Goods and Services and Capital Investments  

The following common issues relate to Goods and Services, Capital Investments and 

Subsidies and Transfers:  

Issue 11 - Duration of contracts - Medium Priority 

Finding  While examining tenders we noticed that in four cases contracts were 

signed without specifying the duration of the contract in terms of 

calendar days, instead they only referred to the dynamic plan based 

on workdays, in the section of special conditions of the contract. 

Risk Signing contracts without specifying their duration per calendar day 

poses a risk of delays in project execution, in oversight of the quality 

of works and the period of performance security. 

Recommendation 11 The Mayor should ensure that all signed contracts contain clear 

deadlines that specify the timeframe within which contracts are 

completed. 

Issues 12 - Expenses paid out of inadequate category - High Priority 

Finding  A payment in the amount of €8,259 for purchase and installation of a 

heating system in gymnasium “Xhavit Ahmeti” was incorrectly 

classified as goods and services, while it should have been classified 

as a capital investment;  

Similarly, three other payments that totalled €11,100 were incorrectly 

recorded as goods and services, while should have been recorded as 

capital investments. This amount related to regular maintenance of 

roads and green spaces; and 

Due to inadequate planning and management of service for handling 

of stray dogs has caused overestimation of subsidies and transfers by 

€4,555. This entire amount should have been paid out of goods and 

services. 

Risk Making payments out of incorrect category of expenditures causes 

underestimation and overestimation of relevant categories, and result 

in inaccurate presentation in the AFS. 

Recommendation 12 The Mayor should ensure that all expenditures are recorded in the 

adequate category, to ensure accurate presentation of expenditures for 

all categories.  
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3.2 Assets  

3.2.1 Capital and Non Capital Assets   

Even though the Municipality has taken steps to improve reporting on its assets, there are 

still some shortcomings related to management of municipal assets and the 

recommendations of previous year were addressed only partially. 

When it comes to capital assets and their impact to the AFS, they are handled in the section 

1.1 of this report.  

Issue 13 - Failure to inventory assets over €1,000 - Medium Priority 

Finding  The committee for inventory of non-financial assets had not includes 

assets over €1,000 for 2016. The same committee had not even 

compared the condition of inventory lists of non-financial assets 

under €1,000 with the condition of respective non-financial assets in 

the accounting registers (Regulation 02/2013 Article 19, paragraph 

4.3).   

Risk Due to the failure to inventory assets over €1,000 and compare the 

condition of inventory lists under €1,000, the Municipality may not 

have adequate controls over assets and expose them to the risk of loss 

or misuse.   

Recommendation 13 The Mayor should ensure that the committee for annual inventory of 

non-financial assets conducts complete inventory of non-financial 

assets and compare its condition with accounting registers. 

Differences that arise as a result of recording should be clarified with 

the management so that final registers present current condition of 

assets. 

3.2.2 Receivables   

The Municipality of Kamenica has presented Accounts Receivable in the amount of 

€1,660,220, out of which €1,240,710 are from property tax, €310,100 from municipal tax, 

€3,200 from rent, €13,200 from municipal tax from construction permits, and €92,000 from 

renting public spaces. Compared to the previous year these Accounts have decreased by 

€209,780. The Municipality has made progress in reducing all accounts receivable except 

from property tax, but a challenge remains for the Municipality to collect all receivables for 

following years. 
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When it comes to accounts receivable and their impact to the AFS, they are handled in 

section 1.2 of this report.     

3.3 Outstanding Liabilities  

Liabilities presented in the AFS for 2016 were €76,810, while in 2015 they were €124,340, 

which results with a decrease by €47,530. 

Recommendations  

We have no recommendations in this area.       
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ANNEX I: Audit Approach and Methodology 

The responsibilities placed on the Auditor and Those Charged with Governance are detailed 

in the Opinion set out in Section 1.2 of this report. 

While a key output of our work is the audit opinion this report reflects the totality of our 

work with specific focus also on Governance Issues including Financial Management and 

Control. The latter is informed by our extensive, risk based, compliance audit programme. 

The Executive Summary is intended to highlight the key finding of the audit and the key 

action that the Mayor should ensure are taken to address identified management/control 

weaknesses. 

The detailed report provides an extensive summary of our audit finding with emphasis on 

determining the cause  audit findings and providing appropriate recommendations to 

address these. For completeness we have included issues identified at the interim audit 

where they remain relevant.  Our findings are defined as: 

High Priority - issues which if not addressed may result in a material weakness in internal 

control and where action will offer the potential for improvements to the efficiency and 

effectiveness of internal controls; and 

Medium Priority - issues which may not result in a material weakness but where action will 

also offer the potential for significant improvements to the efficiency and effectiveness of 

internal controls.  

Findings considered low priority were reported separately to finance staff .  

Our procedures included a review of the internal controls and accounting systems and 

associated substantive testing and associated governance arrangements only to the extent 

considered necessary for the effective performance of the audit. Audit findings should not 

be regarded as representing a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses which exist, or 

all improvements which could be made to the systems and procedures operated.  
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Annex II: Explanation of the different types of opinion 

applied by NAO  

(extract from ISSAI 200) 

Form of opinion 

147. The auditor should express an unmodified opinion if it is concluded that the financial 

statements are prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the applicable financial 

framework. 

If the auditor concludes that, based on the audit evidence obtained, the financial statements 

as a whole are not free from material misstatement, or is unable to obtain sufficient 

appropriate audit evidence to conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from 

material misstatement, the auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor’s report in 

accordance with the section on “Determining the type of modification to the auditor’s 

opinion”. 

148. If financial statements prepared in accordance with the requirements of a fair 

presentation framework do not achieve fair presentation, the auditor should discuss the 

matter with the management and, depending on the requirements of the applicable financial 

reporting framework and how the matter is resolved, determine whether it is necessary to 

modify the audit opinion. 

Modifications to the opinion in the auditor’s report 

151. The auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor's report if it is concluded that, 

based on the audit evidence obtained, the financial statements as a whole are not free from 

material misstatement, or if the auditor was unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit 

evidence to conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from material 

misstatement. Auditors may issue three types of modified opinions: a qualified opinion, an 

adverse opinion and a disclaimer of opinion. 

Determining the type of modification to the auditor’s opinion 

152. The decision regarding which type of modified opinion is appropriate depends upon: 

 The nature of the matter giving rise to the modification – that is, whether the 

financial statements are materially misstated or, in the event that it was impossible to 

obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence, may be materially misstated; and 
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 The auditor’s judgment about the pervasiveness of the effects or possible effects of 

the matter on the financial statements. 

153. The auditor should express a qualified opinion if: (1) having obtained sufficient 

appropriate audit evidence, the auditor concludes that misstatements, individually or in the 

aggregate, are material, but not pervasive, to the financial statements; or (2) the auditor was 

unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence on which to base an opinion, but 

concludes that the effects on the financial statements of any undetected misstatements could 

be material but not pervasive. 

154. The auditor should express an adverse opinion if, having obtained sufficient 

appropriate audit evidence, the auditor concludes that misstatements, individually or in the 

aggregate, are both material and pervasive to the financial statements. 

155. The auditor should disclaim an opinion if, having been unable to obtain sufficient 

appropriate audit evidence on which to base the opinion, the auditor concludes that the 

effects on the financial statements of any undetected misstatements could be both material 

and pervasive. If, after accepting the engagement, the auditor becomes aware that 

management has imposed a limitation on the audit scope that the auditor considers likely to 

result in the need to express a qualified opinion or to disclaim an opinion on the financial 

statements, the auditor should request that management remove the limitation. 

156. If expressing a modified audit opinion, the auditor should also modify the heading to 

correspond with the type of opinion expressed. ISSAI 170519 provides additional guidance 

on the specific language to use when expressing a modified opinion and describing the 

auditor’s responsibility. It also includes illustrative examples of reports. 

Emphasis of Matter paragraphs and Other Matters paragraphs in the auditor’s report 

157. If the auditor considers it necessary to draw users’ attention to a matter presented or 

disclosed in the financial statements that is of such importance that it is fundamental to their 

understanding of the financial statements, but there is sufficient appropriate evidence that 

the matter is not materially misstated in the financial statements, the auditor should include 

an Emphasis of Matter paragraph in the auditor’s report. Emphasis of Matter paragraphs 

should only refer to information presented or disclosed in the financial statements. 

158. An Emphasis of Matter paragraph should: 

 be included immediately after the opinion; 

 use the Heading “Emphasis of Matter” or another appropriate heading; 

 include a clear reference to the matter being emphasised and indicate where the 

relevant disclosures that fully describe the matter can be found in the financial 

statements; and 
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 indicate that the auditor’s opinion is not modified in respect of the matter 

emphasised.  

159. If the auditor considers it necessary to communicate a matter, other than those that are 

presented or disclosed in the financial statements, which, in the auditor’s judgement, is 

relevant to users’ understanding of the audit, the auditor’s responsibilities or the auditor’s 

report, and provided this is not prohibited by law or regulation, this should be done in a 

paragraph with the heading “Other Matter,” or another appropriate heading. This 

paragraph should appear immediately after the opinion and any Emphasis of Matter 

paragraph. 
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Annex III: Prior Year Recommendations  

Audit Component Recommendation  given Implemented  Under 
implementation  

Not 
implemented 

1.5 Recommendations The Mayor should ensure that effective processes are in place 
to confirm that the 2016 AFS production plan formally 
addresses all issues raised including significant risk on assets. 
This should also include management review of the draft AFS 
with specific focus on high risk areas and/or areas where 
errors have been identified. 

  There is still a 
significant risk of 
capital assets. 
There are still 
unregistered 
assets from 2015, 
misclassifications 
by 
overestimating 
assets. 

1.5 Recommendations The Mayor should ensure that CFO systematically reports on 
the progress of CIs. Where necessary, projects on CIs program 
should be updated, in order that future budget requests are 
made based on real needs for investments. 

Implemented   

2.3 Prior Year 
Recommendations  

The Mayor should ensure that a revised action plan is 
implemented which clearly sets out a timetable for addressing 
the recommendations made by the AG with accountable staff 
members identified and with initial focus on those of greatest 
significance.  

 Partially as there 
are still 
unimplemented 
recommendations. 

 

2.4 FMC Self- The Mayor should ensure that a review of the processes for 
completing the self-assessment checklist and proactively 

 Still is missing 
supporting 
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Assessment Checklist addressing areas of weaknesses is implemented. A revised 
mechanism to confirm the accuracy of the return and to ensure 
supporting documentation supports the submission should be 
applied. Further on, regarding the municipal strategic 
objectives, the Mayor should assign a responsible team who 
drafts action plan for the applicable recommendations. Such 
documents should not remain on paper only.  

documentation, 
completion of 
self-assessment 
checklist.    

2.5.1 Risk Assessment The Mayor should ensure that immediate responsibility for 
risk management is delegated to a respective Director who in 
coordination with Heads of the Unit will manage this process 
and regularly report on risks.  

  There is no 
delegation of 
responsibilities 
for risk 
management to a 
director or 
manager. 

2.5.2 Management 
Reporting  

The Mayor should ensure that a review is implemented to 
determine the format of financial reporting to senior 
management which is required to support effective business 
management and ensure that an appropriate solution is in 
place.  

 Partially, as there 
is no regular 
reporting yet to 
the senior 
management.   

 

3.3 Budget Planning 
and Execution  

The Mayor should ensure should ensure that budget 
performance is systematically monitored and that this 
identifies and addresses barriers to planned levels of budget 
execution. Where adjustments can be made to reduce 
operating expenses, the same are revised in order to be 
concentrated on capital projects.  

 Partially, as 
budget execution 
in the category of 
capital 
investments is still 
low. 

 

3.4 Procurement The Mayor should ensure that a review is made for cases 
above to determine why specific Procurement requirements 

Implemented   
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are not consistently addressed. Subsequently enhanced 
controls should be introduced to ensure that a similar 
situation is not repeated in future procurements.  

3.5.1 Other 
expenditures 

The Mayor should ensure that special service contracts are 
used only for the intended purpose, properly planned and in 
accordance with the law. We suggest that this practice is 
stopped as soon as possible.  

  There were 
employees with 
contracts for 
special services. 

3.5.1 Other 
expenditures 

The Mayor should review the cases above and take 
appropriate measures. Further on, he should ensure that 
officers fully comply with the requirements arising from 
internal regulations on the use of official vehicles. The persons 
responsible for supervising the vehicle park should ensure 
that official vehicles are used only by authorised persons and 
travel vouchers are completed and approved by the 
management of the municipality. 

  There are still 
vehicles that are 
used by 
municipal 
officials, which 
do not keep 
travel logs for 
use of official 
vehicles. 

3.5.3 Subsidies and 
Transfers 

The Mayor should ensure that effective procedures are 
applied when giving subsidies and regulation criteria are 
followed. As far as subsidies for non-formal education are 
concerned, on-going supervision should be exercised to 
ensure that the funds are deposited to the account of the 
municipal budget. Further on, on-going monitoring of 
expenditure for subsidies should be made in order to secure 
valid reports for reasonability of expenditures.  

 Partially, as 
services were paid 
out of the 
category of 
Subsidies.   

 

3.6 Revenues  The Mayor should particularly monitor the process of all 
municipal leases, with particular emphasis on the need to be 
support any property leased with the contractual basis. The 

  Debts remain 
uncollected. 
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Municipality should be more rigorous in collecting debts from 
lease, while for taxpayers who have not paid the lease, the 
possibility of using the property further should be terminated.  

 The Mayor should ensure that when the budget review is 
made, planning of revenues is adjusted based on the trend of 
previous periods and complexity of existing operations. 
Further on, the legitimacy of charging premises in the registry 
of property tax should be subject to verification and records 
are updated according to the legal requirements on 
immovable property. Further on, the property tax office to use 
all resources available for verification of properties. 

  There are not 
verifications yet 
of immovable 
property in line 
with legal 
requirements.   

3.7.1 Capital and Non 
Capital Assets  

The Mayor should establish committees for proper and 
complete evaluation of all non-financial assets and monitor 
the results of the evaluation. The recording should be 
integrated into a single register for all sectors. Assets 
management officer and officers involved in receiving 
municipal assets should communicate effectively to avoid 
non-implementation of the Regulation and non-consolidation 
of assets’ value.  

  The committee 
for inventory of 
assets had not 
recorded assets 
over €1,000. This 
committee had 
not compared 
the data of 
inventory 
registers with the 
accounting 
records of assets. 

3.7.2 Handling of 
Receivables  

The Mayor should review the age and validity of individual 
debts and implement a systematic process to address those 
debts deemed uncollectible by handling them all specifically 
in the municipality.  

 Debts that are 
considered 
uncollectible have 
not been 
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addressed yet.   

3.7.3 Handling of 
Debts  

The Mayor should ensure that Directors evaluate all 
outstanding invoices on a monthly basis and formally report 
to the CFO. Further on, formal confirmation should be 
provided by municipal departments that all outstanding 
invoices are processed for payment of financial service.  

Outstanding 
invoices are 
reported and 
processed for 
payment. 

  

 Total  3 6 7 
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Annex IV: Confirmation letter   

 

 


